Vase Cover



Crochet yarn embellishment (optional)



Strips of fusible web

Decorate your vases with flair by making a
PFAFF® Accessories
fabric vase cover. Our covers are made
 PFAFF® coverlock™ or hobbylock™
from a variety of printed fabrics.
Sewing Supplies


(For one vase cover)



3/8 yd. (35 x 20 cm) of 2 different printed fabric



40-weight rayon thread



30-weight cotton thread



PFAFF® sewing and embroidery machine (optional)



PFAFF® Embroidery Collection 		
#378 - Accessorize (optional)
#820089-096

CUT


Print the pattern file and cut out, tape the two
pieces together.
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Before cutting your print fabric, check the size of
the vase cover by using some scrap fabric. Cut
the scrap fabric and pin and sew the side seams
together with 3/8” (1 cm) seam allowance. Try it on
your vase, adjust the pattern if necessary.



Place the pattern on the fabric, cut from the two
different fabrics a front and back.



3/8” (1 cm) seam allowance included.

SEW


Set your overlock machine for 4-thread wide
overlock, thread rayon thread in the needles and
cotton thread in the upper and lower loopers. Test
your seam first on a scrap piece of fabric, adjust the
tension as needed.



Overlock the upper and lower edges. Fold and press
down the edges 3/8” (1 cm). Fuse a strip of fusible
webbing to hold the fold in place. Place and pin the two
pieces on top of each other, wrong sides together. Sew
the side seams together with the overlock seam. Change
to another color for the seam on the other side. Secure the
loop end by hand with a needle.



Embellish the front with a crochet yarn embellishment or
make your own brooch from the Embroidery Collection
#378 Accessorize. There are many brooches to choose
from in the embroidery collection, for example #6, #17,
#20, #23, #26. For making the brooches, follow the
instruction in the embroidery booklet.

Finished!
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